
Cypress College 
Institutional Program Review Committee 

September 27, 2021-3 p.m. 
 

Present: Eldon Young (Dean), Bryan Ventura (Institutional Research), Stephanie Rosati (CTE),  
Ernesto Heredia (Counseling), Joyce Peacock (Library), Kristina Oganesian (Institutional 
Research), Liana Koeppel (Accreditation), Peter Molnar (Business), Sujata Chiplunkar (SEM), 
Jennifer Coopman (SLO Committee), AnnMarie Ruelas (Counseling), Sarah Jones (Language 
Arts), Regina Rhymes (BLMTF), Sergio Cutrona (Kinesiology, for Margaret Mohr), Bryan 
Seiling (Chair), Maha Afra (Co-Chair). 

 

Review of Minutes 

• We discussed the template for the minutes and that we are going to standardize the 
minutes following Kristi’s template. The minutes have to present a robust discussion and 
conclusion, and decisions have to be transparent. Changes were made to the minutes and 
minutes were approved.  

Public Posting of Program Review 

• We discussed the concerns regarding public posting of the program review reports. The 
concerns were that there was no protection from the institution or the district in case 
somebody goes on a rampage against an instructor or a program. Faculty feel vulnerable 
when they are scrutinized by peers. When there is only one faculty who teaches a class 
and has a small sample size, for example a veteran equity gap, the outside scrutiny may 
take things out of context. Stephanie presented the concern of the CTE Division, that we 
are opening a can of worms, taking an unnecessary risk when there are many trolls. 
Reservations because of what happened last semester, the viral video, and that the district 
does not have our back. 

• We also discussed the advantages of public posting of the program review reports. 
Anybody who can access Tableaux has access to all the data. Transparency brings value 
to the process and ACCJC is looking at data of other institutions and needs access to our 
data. We control the narrative in our DashBoard. We have facilitated the way we are 
reporting and have a better level of transparency and have tied the program review to the 
budget. It helps with accreditation but not required. Senate has the last say. We are a 
public institution. We make things public and program review can be one of them.  

• The conclusion is to look at how many community colleges have their program review 
reports public. We are going to be part of a thee group discussion about what happened 
last semester. Until the conversation with the district is resolved, program review reports 
will not be public. 



Jennifer Coopman, SLO Committee Report 

• For accreditation, degrees and certificates need PSLO’s. We need to have specific SLO’s 
for degrees and certificates and assess them. Degrees and certificates need to be housed 
in curricunet and assessed annually. The plan is to have degrees and certificates’ SLO’s 
assessment part of program review. For compliance: CSLO’s 90% for Fall 2021, 70% for 
Spring 2020. Department PLSO mapping completed. For Fall 2022, add PSLO in 
curricunet and degrees and certificates SLO’s in curricunet. For programs that have many 
degrees and certificates, the number that needs to have SLO’s assessed will be 
determined.  

• The Curriculum Committee will not approve programs’ PSLO. Having a template of how 
to write a PSLO for degrees and certificates came up in the committee discussion. The 
relabelling of PSLO’s that are program specific, so they are in the catalog. Marbelly can 
send it to the state. Jennifer will reach out to programs going through the next four-year 
cycle of program review so they can write the degrees and certificates PSLO’s and 
assessing them (Fall 2022 cycle).  

IPR Form 

• Blank IPR form will be sent to the committee and will go over it next meeting.  

Programs Going through Review 

• We have eleven programs going through review: Anthropology, Biology, 
English/English Reading, ESL, Ethnic Studies, Foreign Language, History, Library, 
Music, Philosophy and Religious Studies, Physical Science. We decided to spread them 
over four days with three presentations per day (11/1, 11/8, 11/15, 11/22), to allow 
discussion especially regarding the programs’ diversity and equity practices.  

Meeting adjourned at 4:12 
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